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Silent Synapses during Development
of Thalamocortical Inputs
John T.R. Isaac,*§ Michael C. Crair,† A prominent hypothesis for which there is some theoreti-
cal and experimental support has beenthat mechanismsRoger A. Nicoll,†‡ and Robert C. Malenka*†
*Department of Psychiatry analogous to long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term
depression (LTD) play an important role in activity-†Department of Physiology
‡Department of Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology dependent development (Bear et al., 1987; Singer, 1995;
Katz and Shatz, 1996). To address this question, in previ-University of California
San Francisco, California 94143 ous work, Crair and Malenka (1995) examined the occur-
rence of LTP at thalamocortical synapses in a slice prep-
aration (Agmon and Connors, 1991), which contained
the afferent connections from the ventrobasal nucleusSummary
of the thalamus to layer IV cells in somatosensory (barrel)
cortex. In slices prepared from early postnatal rats (P3–During development, activity-dependent mechanisms
P7), robust, NMDA receptor-dependent LTP could beare thought to contribute to the refinement of topo-
elicited reliably. However, beginning at P8, LTP wasgraphical projections from the thalamus to the cortex.
essentially impossible to induce even though the induc-Because activity-dependent increases in synaptic
tion protocol provided all of the ingredients that arestrength may contribute to the stabilization of synaptic
thought to be required to trigger LTP (Crair and Malenka,connections, we have explored the mechanisms of
1995). This critical period for LTP induction closelylong-term potentiation (LTP) at thalamocortical syn-
matches the critical period during which thalamocorticalapses in rat somatosensory (barrel) cortex. During
afferent topography is sensitive to sensory perturba-early postnatal development (postnatal days 2–5), we
tions. Thus, this finding provided strong correlative evi-find that a significant proportion of thalamocortical
dence in support of a role for LTP in the developmentsynapses are functionally silent and that these are
of thalamocortical circuitry.converted to functional synapses during LTP. Silent
In the present work, we have explored possible mech-synapses disappear by postnatal day 8–9, the exact
anisms underlying LTP at thalamocortical synapses intime at which the susceptibility of these synapses to
rat barrel cortex. In particular, we have examinedLTP is lost. These findings suggest that the activity-
whether functionally silent synapses may exist anddependent conversion of silent to functional synapses
whether their conversion to functional synapses maydue to correlated pre- and postsynaptic activity may
contribute to LTP. Recently, we and others presentedcontribute to the early development and refinement of
evidence that in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells, syn-thalamocortical inputs to cortex.
apses exist that appear to contain functional NMDA
receptors but no functional AMPA receptors (Isaac et
Introduction al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995; Durand et al., 1996). Thus,
when the cell is near its resting membrane potential,
A fundamental property of thalamocortical inputs to pri- these synapses are functionally silent even when trans-
mary sensory areas of cortex is their organization into mitter release occurs. Following activation of NMDA re-
well-defined topographic maps of the peripheral sen- ceptors during standard LTP induction protocols, these
sory environment. In the visual cortex, the final pattern of silent synapses could be converted to functional ones.
thalamic inputs is not entirely genetically predetermined Such a mechanism can explain many features of NMDA
but rather is refined over the course of early develop- receptor-dependent LTP in the hippocampus and is par-
ment via an activity-dependent process during which ticularly attractive as a developmental mechanism by
thalamic axons are thought to compete for their post- which activity can induce functional synapse formation
synaptic cortical targets. The most compelling evidence (Liao et al., 1995; Liao and Malinow, 1996; Durand et
in support of this view comes from studies in which the al., 1996). We find that silent synapses indeed exist at
normal pattern of connectivity is disrupted either by thalamocortical inputs during early postnatal develop-
reducing normal neuronal activity pharmacologically or ment and that they can be converted to functional syn-
by disrupting this activity using sensory perturbations. apses by an LTP induction protocol. However, silent
This modification of thalamocortical afferent topogra- synapses disappear by approximately postnatal day
phy by perturbations in neuronal activity appears to be 8, the exact time at which it becomes difficult to gener-
most robust during a defined period in early develop- ate LTP.
ment, so-called critical periods (Goodman and Shatz,
1993; Singer, 1995; Katz and Shatz, 1996).
ResultsAn active area of theoretical and experimental re-
search has been the elucidation of the cellular and mo-
In an initial series of experiments, we used minimal stim-lecular mechanisms by which neuronal activity controls
ulation techniques (Isaac et al., 1996) to examine thethe precise final patterning of thalamocortical afferents.
quantal changes that contribute to thegeneration of LTP
at thalamocortical synapses. By using small stimulation
strengths, it is possible to record small excitatory post-§Present address: Department of Anatomy, University of Bristol
School of Medical Sciences, Bristol BS8 1TD, United Kingdom. synaptic currents (EPSCs) that are due to the activation
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of a single synapse or a small number of synapses and mechanism would require that the observed increase in
potency was due to an increased likelihood of eachto distinguish these from synaptic failures. From such
data, one can calculate the failure rate and the so-called stimulus causing simultaneous release from multiple
synapses. However, if we assume that even though wepotency (Stevens and Wang, 1994), which is defined as
the average size of the synaptic response when release used minimal stimulation techniques, a large number of
synapses were activated during the baseline, theof transmitter occurs. (If a single synapse is being stud-
ied, potency will be the same as the quantal size.) This change in release probability that would be required to
account for the change in potency would have causedtype of analysis has been performed by a number of
investigators studying LTP in the CA1 region of the hip- a larger decrease in failure rate than was observed.
Therefore, as was the case in a previous study of LTPpocampus. Results have varied, but it is generally
agreed that when LTP is accompanied by a decrease in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal cells (Isaac et al., 1996),
it is necessary to propose that LTP at thalamocorticalin failure rate but no change in potency, these results
are most readily explained by postulating that LTP was synapses involves changes in quantal amplitude to-
gether with an additional mechanism causing an in-caused solely by an increase in the probability of trans-
mitter release (Stevens and Wang, 1994; Bolshakov and crease in either the probability of release or the number
of functional synaptic contacts. Indeed, it has recentlySiegelbaum, 1995). When a change in potency has been
observed, however, a change in probability of release been suggested that at two different classes of inputs
in the hippocampus, some proportion of synapses mayalone is unlikely to account for LTP since the increase
in potency is large and any change in failure rate is be functionally silent and that LTP may be caused, at
least in part, by the conversion of these silent synapsessmall (Isaac et al., 1996). In these circumstances, it is
necessary to postulate a change in quantal size and to functional ones (Isaac et al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995;
Tong et al., 1996). Thus, a reasonable hypothesis isoften in addition, a change in the number of functional
synaptic contacts (Isaac et al., 1996). that the observed change in potency at thalamocortical
synapses following LTP may be due, in part, to similarFigure 1 shows an example of a minimal stimulation
experiment performed in a thalamocortical slice pre- mechanisms.
To determine directly whether an LTP induction proto-pared from a neonatal animal (P5). The initial failure rate
of the synaptic responses was 0.40, and the potency col could convert a silent synapse to a functional one,
we used a stimulation strength that elicited no EPSCswas 10.8 pA. LTP was induced simply by depolarizing
the cell to 210 mV while maintaining the baseline stimu- at 270 mV. As shown in Figure 3, we then performed a
standard LTP induction protocol by simply depolarizinglation rate. This protocol prevents any possible fre-
quency-dependent changes in axon excitability while the cell to 0 mV for 50 stimuli. In five of seven cells
tested from P2–5 slices, when the cell was returned toproviding the essential requirements for eliciting NMDA
receptor–dependent LTP. Upon returning the cell to 270 270 mV, fast EPSCs now appeared. Interestingly, in all
five cells, there was some variable (1–7 min) delay beforemV, it is apparent that robust LTP (167%) had been
elicited (Figures 1A and 1B) and that this was accompa- the appearance of the EPSCs. It is tempting tospeculate
that this variable delay in the conversion of silent tonied by a significant change in potency (to 16.1 pA;
Figure 1B3) and a decrease in failure rate (to 0.30). A functional synapses following the LTP induction proto-
col may contribute to the slow growth of LTP of evokedhistogram of the EPSCs before and after LTP (Figure
1C) indicates that LTP caused a significant proportion EPSCs that has been observed (Crair and Malenka,
1995).of the small events to disappear and be replaced by
larger events. What mechanism might account for the silent syn-
apses and their conversion to functional ones duringA summary of eight such experiments from P2–7
slices is shown in Figure 2. As found previously (Crair LTP? In the CA1 region of the hippocampus, it has been
suggested that some proportion of synapses may beand Malenka, 1995), the maximal LTP was not achieved
immediately following the induction protocol but took silent because they lack functional AMPA receptors
while still retaining NMDA receptors (Isaac et al., 1995;10–20 min to develop and stabilize (Figure 2). Detailed
analysis of each experiment revealed that potency in- Liao et al., 1995). To test whether similar synapses exist
at thalamocortical inputs, we again performed experi-creased significantly in 7 of the 8 cells (to 142 6 5% of
control, n 5 8; Figure 2B1). However, in only one cell ments in which the stimulus strength was initially turned
down to the point at which no synaptic responses werecould a change in potency completely account for the
increase in synaptic strength during LTP. The success observed while holding the cell at 270 mV (Figures 4A
and 4B1), except that in these experiments, the pipetterate (i.e., 1 2 failure rate) also changed in 7 of 8 cells
but to a smaller degree than the change in potency (to solution contained 10 mM BAPTA to prevent the induc-
tion of LTP (Crair and Malenka, 1995). Depolarizing the129 6 8% of control, n 5 8; Figure 2B2). Again, however,
in only one cell could this change in success rate com- cell to 150 mV revealed a mixture of failures and synap-
tic responses with the time course and shape of NMDApletely account for LTP. Thus, in 75% of the cells,
changes in both potency and success rate were ob- receptor–mediated events (Figure 4B2). This appearance
of EPSCs cannot be attributed to some drift in the stimu-served.
How should these results be interpreted? The classic lation parameters since, when the cell was returned to
270 mV, again no EPSCs were observed (Figure 4B3).interpretation of a change in the failure rate is that the
probability of transmitter release has been modified and, Furthermore, application of D–APV completely blocked
the events observed at 150 mV (Figures 4A and 4B4),thus, one possibility is that LTP was caused entirely
by an increase in the probability of release. Such a confirming that they were mediated by NMDA receptors.
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Figure 1. An Example of LTP at Thalamocortical Synapses Using Minimal Stimulation and Perforated Patch-Clamp Recording (P5 Animal)
(A) Individual response amplitudes monitored during the time course of an experiment. Time shown is relative to the start of pairing.
(B) Traces from experiment in (A).
(B1, left) Average of 100 responses during baseline.
(B1, right) Ten superimposed consecutive responses from baseline.
(B2, left) Average of 100 responses during LTP (5 min after the end of pairing).
(B2, right) Ten superimposed consecutive responses during LTP.
(B3) Superimposed averages of successes only during baseline (smaller trace) and LTP (larger trace; same epochs as used for averages in
[B1] and [B2]).
(C) Amplitude histograms (bin width 5 1 pA) of all data from baseline (thin line) and during LTP (thick line).
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Figure 2. LTP at Thalamocortical Synapses
in P2–7 Animals Is Associated with an In-
crease in Potency and Success Rate
(A) Summary graph of LTP (n 5 10; 8 were
minimal stimulation experiments, and 2 ex-
amined larger evoked EPSCs). Time shown
is relative to the start of pairing.
(B) Potency and success rate analysis for the
eight cells in which minimal stimulation was
used (each experiment is coded with a sym-
bol that is consistent for both graphs).
(B1) Potency ratio (LTP/baseline) plotted as a
function of LTP magnitude. The horizontal
line represents the expected change in po-
tency for an increase in Pr only at a single
release site. The diagonal line represents the
change in potency for an increase in q only.
(B2) Success rate ratio (LTP/baseline) plotted
as a function of LTP magnitude. The hori-
zontal line represents the expected change
for an increase in q only. The diagonal line
represents the change for an increase in Pr
alone at a single site.
Similar results from a total of six cells (P2–5 slices) are of barrel cortex are functionally silent and that these
can be converted to functional synapses by an LTPsummarized in Figure 4C. In an additional seven cells,
no responses were observed when the cells were depo- induction protocol. Given that the ability to generate
LTP at these synapses appears to disappear at zP8–9,larized to positive potentials, presumably because no
synapses were being activated. an important question is whether silent synapses are
still present at this time. To estimate the proportion ofAs a second test for the existence of silent synapses
that contain NMDA receptors but lack functional AMPA silent synapses at different ages, we again used minimal
stimulation techniques to compare the failure rate atreceptors, we used minimal stimulation techniques and
compared the failure rates at hyperpolarized (270 mV) hyperpolarized versus depolarized membrane poten-
tials. As illustrated in Figure 5, if some of the apparentand depolarized (140 mV) holding potentials. At silent
synapses expressing functional NMDA receptors only, failures at hyperpolarized potentials are due to transmit-
ter release occurring at synapses with NMDA receptorsEPSCs will be detected at depolarized potentials but
will appear as failures at hyperpolarized potentials be- but no functional AMPA receptors, the failure rate will
decrease when the cell is depolarized. Figure 6A showscause of the voltage-dependent blockade of NMDA re-
ceptors. Thus, if silent synapses exist, depolarizing the the failure rates for populations of cells recorded from
slices of different ages. At P2–3 and P4–5, there was acell should cause an apparent decrease in the failure
rate (Liao et al., 1995). One dramatic example of such clear decrease in failure rate in 13 of 14 cells when they
were depolarized (P2–3 failure rate at -70 mV 5 0.44 6an experiment is shown in Figure 5. At 270 mV, the
failure rate was 0.32, and the EPSCs (Figure 5B1) were .07, at 140 mV 5 0.29 6 .09, n 5 6; P4–5 failure rate at
270 mV 5 0.52 6 .04, at 140 mV 5 0.31 6 .06, n 5fast with no discernible slow component. Upon depolar-
ization of the cell to 140 mV, the failure rate decreased 8). Importantly, application of D–APV (25 mM) at the
depolarized membrane potentials returned the failuredramatically (to 0.04; Figure 5C), and the EPSCs now
exhibited a prominent slow tail (Figure 5B2), which was rate to values close to those observed at 270 mV. This
indicates that the decrease in failure rate at depolarizedcompletely blocked by D–APV (25 mM) (Figure 5B3). Im-
portantly, the failure rate returned to close to its control potentials was indeed due to activation of NMDA recep-
tors. A significant decrease in the magnitude of the dif-value measured at 270 mV when the D–APV was ap-
plied. ference in failure rates at the two membrane potentials
first became apparent at P6–7 (failure rate at 270 mV 5Thus far, we have presented evidence that some pro-
portion of thalamocortical synapses in neonatal slices 0.45 6 .05; at 140 mV 5 0.36 6 .06; n 5 11). This
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Figure 3. Induction of LTP at Silent Synapses (P4 Animal; All Data from One Experiment)
(A) Response amplitudes during the time course of an experiment.
(B1, top) Average of all 50 baseline responses before pairing.
(B1, bottom) Ten superimposed consecutive responses during the baseline.
(B2, top) Average of 50 responses 15 min after the end of pairing.
(B2, bottom) Ten superimposed consecutive responses from 15 min after the end of pairing.
observation is consistent with the hypothesis that the potentials, a measure which is proportional to the per-
centage of silent synapses being stimulated when com-proportion of silent synapses decreases as the thalamo-
cortical circuit develops. In strong support of this hy- pared to the total population of activated synapses.
Assuming that the average probability of release at syn-pothesis, in P8–9 slices, only one of nine cells exhibited
a significant decrease in failure rate when depolarized apses containing only NMDA receptors and those con-
taining both NMDA and AMPA receptors is similar, it(Figure 6A4), and the mean failure rate actually increased
slightly (failure rate at 270 mV 5 0.50 6 .08; at 140 is also possible to estimate directly the percentage of
synapses that are silent at hyperpolarized membranemV 5 0.52 6 .09; n 5 9).
Figure 6B shows a summary of these data plotted as potentials simply by comparing the failure rates at the
two potentials (Liao et al.,1995; Liao and Malinow, 1996).the difference in success rate at the two membrane
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Figure 4. An Experiment Demonstrating the Existence of Silent Synapses When No Synaptic Response Was Detected at a Holding Potential
of 270 mV (P5 Animal; [A] and [B] from One Experiment)
(A) Individual response amplitudes during the time course of an experiment (membrane potential is indicated at the top).
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Performing this calculation (see Liao et al., 1995) yields The present study was motivated by the hypothesis
that, as suggested for the development of the visualthe following estimates for the proportion of silent syn-
system, LTP may also play an important role in the devel-apses: P2–3, 34%; P4–5, 43%; P6–7, 21%; and P8–9,
opment of theprecise topographic organization of thala-0%. Thus, these analyses strongly suggest that by P8–9,
mic afferents to layer IV cells in rodent barrel cortex.silent synapses at thalamocortical inputs have essen-
One major advantage of this system is the ability totially disappeared.
obtain slices in which the entire longitudinal course of
thalamic afferents to cortex can be retained (Agmon andDiscussion
Connors, 1991). This preparation therefore allows one
to stimulate in thalamus, record monosynaptic re-A major question in neurobiology is how the precise
sponses in layer IV, and examine in detail the propertiespatterns of neuronal connections in the mammalian cen-
of LTP at the exact connections that are modified bytral nervous system are formed during development.
sensory experience. In previous work (Crair and Ma-Based primarily on work in the visual system, it is
lenka, 1995), we found that the ability to generate LTPthought that while activity-independent processes are
at thalamocortical synapses in barrel cortex closely par-used to establish the gross topology of connections,
alleled the critical period for the experience-dependentthe refinement of these connections in a manner that
reorganization of thalamocortical afferents, a processallows appropriate processing of sensory information
that depends on postsynaptic activity (Schlaggar et al.,strongly depends on neural activity (Goodman and
1993). However, the importance of activity in the normalShatz, 1993; Singer, 1995; Katz and Shatz, 1996). The
development of the barrel fields has been questionedmechanisms by which activity modifies neural circuitry
since disruption of postnatal activity appeared to havehave been the subject of much interest. Theoretical work
no effect on the normal barrel pattern when assessedhas pointed out that correlation-based rules of synaptic
using histochemical methods (Chiaia et al., 1992; Hen-modifications (“neurons that fire togetherwire together”)
derson et al., 1992; Schlaggar et al., 1993). Recently,can explain many features of the development of the
this apparent contradiction has been resolved with the
mammalian visual system (Bienenstock et al., 1982;
demonstration that blockade of glutamate receptors in
Miller et al., 1989; Miller, 1996). Since Hebbian synaptic
barrel cortex during the critical period significantly dis-
modifications exhibit many of the characteristics re-
rupts the topographic refinement of thalamocortical af-
quired by theoretical models of neural circuit develop- ferents without changing the apparent gross morphol-
ment, a prominent hypothesis has been that NMDA ogy of barrels (Fox et al., 1996). Thus, as in visual cortex,
receptor–dependent LTP, which exhibits Hebbian prop- postsynaptic activity in barrel cortex appears to be criti-
erties, may play a fundamentally important role in the cal for the fine tuning of appropriate neuronal connec-
development of the visual system and its modification tions.
by sensory experience (see Bear et al., 1987; Fox and In an initial set of experiments, we used minimal stimu-
Daw, 1993; Goodman and Shatz, 1993; Singer, 1995; lation techniques to help determine the exact synaptic
Katz and Shatz, 1996). modifications that might contribute to LTP. In seven of
In support of this hypothesis, it has been found that the eight cells examined, a change in the probability of
NMDA receptor–dependent LTP can indeed be gener- release alone could not account for LTP, and it was
ated in both young visual cortex (Artola and Singer, necessary to postulate that a change in quantal size
1987; Komatsu et al., 1988; Kimura et al., 1989; Tsumoto, and/or the number of functional synapses had occurred.
1992; Bear et al., 1992) and at developing retinogenicu- Because one mechanism by which synapse number can
late synapses (Mooney et al., 1993). The ability to gener- be increased involves the conversion of functionally si-
ate LTP in visual cortex shows an age-dependent de- lent synapses that only express NMDA receptors to syn-
cline that roughly parallels the critical period (Perkins apses that contain both AMPA and NMDA receptors
and Teyler, 1988; Komatsu et al., 1988; Kato et al., 1991; (Isaac et al., 1995; Liao et al., 1995, Durand et al., 1996;
Kirkwood et al., 1995) and importantly, the susceptibility Wu et al. 1996), we performed experiments that allowed
to LTP can be prolonged by dark rearing in a manner us to look for the existence of such synapses. In slices
analogous to the prolongation of the critical period by taken from young P2–7 animals, we obtained clear evi-
this behavioral manipulation (Kirkwood et al., 1996). dence that a significant proportion of synapses do not
Work in simpler systems has also provided evidence contain functional AMPA receptors and that such syn-
that the susceptibility to LTP correlates with the activity- apses can be converted to AMPA-containing ones by a
dependent refinement of afferent aborizations (Schmidt, standard LTP induction protocol. However, by P6–7, the
proportion of silent synapses has decreased, and by1990).
(B1, top) Average of 40 responses at a membrane potential of 270 mV.
(B1, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 270 mV.
(B2, top) Average of 40 responses at a membrane potential of 150 mV.
(B2, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 150 mV.
(B3, top) Average of 40 responses at a membrane potential of 270 mV following collection of responses at 150 mV.
(B3, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 270 mV following collection of responses at 150 mV.
(B4, top) Average of 40 responses at a membrane potential of 150 mV in the presence of 25 mM D–APV.
(B4, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 150 mV in the presence of 25 mM D–APV.
(C) Summary graph from 6 similar cells (P2–5 animals; data were collected at 130–150 mV in the presence of D–APV in 2 of 6 cells).
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P8–9, silent synapses are no longer detectable. This Thus, there was minimal antidromic activation of layer
V–VI cells.disappearance of silent synapses is consistent with and
indeed may account for the large decrease in the relative A second technical issue is whether developmental
changes in layer IV cells’ structure or basic electrophysi-contribution of NMDA receptor–mediated synaptic cur-
rents that occurs over the same period (Crair and Ma- ological properties might have caused the apparent dis-
appearance of silent synapses. This is unlikely sincelenka, 1995).
There clearly is also a tight temporal correspondence the major changes accompanying development would
make it more likely to observe silent synapses in olderbetween the disappearance of silent synapses and the
loss of the ability to generate LTP (Crair and Malenka, cells rather than less likely. Specifically, an increase in
the size of the dendritic arbor would increase the spatial1995). A likely scenario to explain this finding is that LTP
occurs at thalamocortical connections during normal filtering of fast AMPA receptor–mediated currents gen-
erated distally on dendrites and thereby decrease theirdevelopment and involves the conversion of silent syn-
apses to functional ones. This would suggest that ini- measured amplitude. The decrease in input resistance
with development (Crair and Malenka, 1995) would alsotially following synaptogenesis, many synapses contain
only NMDA receptors and do not efficiently transmit make it more difficult to record AMPA receptor–
mediated EPSCs. Formally, it is also possible that silentinformation unless the cell is depolarized. With adequate
depolarization, presumably supplied by correlated ac- synapses have not been converted to functional ones
during development but rather constitute a very smalltivity from other synapses on the same cell, these NMDA
receptor–only synapses could be converted to func- fraction of the sampled synapses at P8–9. For example,
there is a dramatic increase in the arborization of thala-tional ones. Silent synapses may therefore provide an
important substrate by which experience (i.e., activity) mocortical afferents early in development (Catalano et
al., 1996). If all of the new terminations form functionalcan result in the actual addition of functional elements
to neural circuitry rather than simply changing thegain of synapses containing both AMPA and NMDA receptors,
it is conceivable that silent synapses are still presentexisting synaptic contacts.A developmental decrease in
silent synapses has also been observed in the hippo- but went undetected in our analysis. Such a scenario,
however, requires that the ability to convert silent tocampus (Liao and Malinow, 1996; Durand et al., 1996)
and the frog optic tectum (Wu et al., 1996), suggesting functional synapses is not utilized during development.
Our data strongly suggest that there is a significantthat such mechanisms may be generally important for
developmental modifications of neural circuitry. developmental decrease in the proportion of synapses
that are functionally silent and that this decrease paral-An important assumption underlying our experiments
is that we are indeed recording thalamocortical synaptic lels both the critical period and the susceptibility to LTP.
Recently, however, it has been suggested that in theresponses. Because we are stimulating in the thalamus,
several millimeters from the cortex, it is conceivable hippocampus, the silent synapses at which only NMDA
receptor–mediated EPSCs are observed may not be duethat we are consistently antidromically stimulating the
recurrent collaterals of layer VI corticothalamic affer- to the lack of functional AMPA receptors but instead
may be attributed to the spillover of glutamate from aents, which make monosynaptic contacts on layer IV
cells. We think that this is unlikely for two reasons. First, presynaptic bouton onto an adjacent postsynaptic site
that is located on a cell that is not directly contactedthe cell bodies of thalamocortical neurons in VB should
have a lower activation threshold than the terminals of by the releasing bouton (Kullmann et al., 1996). Assum-
ing that the concentration of glutamate at the spillovercorticothalamic axons. Furthermore, in mature animals,
corticothalamic axons have smaller diameters than tha- synapse was much lower than in the synaptic cleft at
which vesicle exocytosis occurred, it was proposed thatlamocortical afferents (Jones and Powell, 1969; Ferster
and Lindstrom, 1985). These differences in activation because of the differential affinity of NMDA receptors
and AMPA receptors for glutamate (Pateneau andthresholds make it unlikely that in our experiments, all of
which (except two cells) involved a minimal stimulation Mayer, 1990), NMDA receptors but not AMPA receptors
would be activated by this glutamate spillover. If suchprotocol, we had any significant contribution from collat-
erals of corticothalamic axons. Second, recording the a scenario explains all of the present data, and therefore
all thalamocortical synapses actually express bothcortical responses to VB stimulation in neonatal animals
(P0–14) using voltage-sensitive dyes revealed robust NMDA and AMPA receptors, it is necessary to postulate
that the observed change in silent synapses during de-monosynaptic signals in layer IV and very weak signals
in layers V–VI (Crair et al., 1993, Soc. Neurosci. abstract). velopment is due to dramatic developmental changes
Figure 5. An Example of an Experiment Demonstrating the Existence of Silent Synapses Using Analysis of the Difference in Failure Rates
between a Holding Potential of 270 mV and 140 mV (P4 Animal; All Data from One Experiment)
(A) Individual response amplitudes during the time course of an experiment (membrane potential is indicated at the top).
(B1, top) Average of 100 responses at a membrane potential of 270 mV.
(B1, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 270 mV.
(B2, top) Average of 100 responses at a membrane potential of 140 mV.
(B2, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 140 mV.
(B3, top) Average of 100 responses at a membrane potential of 140 mV in the presence of 25 mM D–APV.
(B3, bottom) Eight superimposed consecutive responses at a membrane potential of 140 mV in the presence of 25 mM D–APV.
(C) Amplitude histogram (bin width 5 1.0 pA) of all responses at -70 mV (thin line) and all responses at 140 mV before the addition of D–APV
(thick line).
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Figure 6. Silent Synapses Exhibit a Distinct Developmental Profile
(A) Graphs showing failure rates from individual experiments at holding potentials of 270 mV, 1 40 mV, and 140 mV in the presence of 25
mM D–APV.
(A1) Experiments from 2- and 3-day-old animals (n 5 6).
(A2) Experiments from 4- and 5-day-old animals (n 5 8). (A3) Experiments from 6- and 7-day-old animals (n 5 11). (A4) Experiments from
8- and 9-day-old animals (n 5 9). (B) Success rate (1 2 failure rate) difference (success rate at 140 mV 2 success rate at 270 mV) plotted
as a function of age from all experiments shown in (A).
in glutamate uptake mechanisms such that by P8–9, control recording period, we were stimulating presynap-
tic boutons that did not release neurotransmitter andglutamate no longer can spillover from one synapse
onto another. Furthermore, to explain the LTP data (Fig- that LTP, via some retrograde messenger, switched on
these boutons so that they now functioned normally.ures 1–3), it is necessary to propose that during our
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induced by depolarizing thecell to 210 mV for 50 consecutive stimuliThus, according to this scenario, there still must be
without alterationof stimulus frequency. In thetwo perforated patch-a developmental decrease in the proportion of silent
clamp experiments, cells were paired in the same manner but forthalamocortical synapses, but they are presynaptically,
100 stimuli.
not postsynaptically, silent. Indeed, such a “switching Data were collected using an Axopatch 1-D amplifier, filtered on-
on” of silent presynaptic release sites may occur at the line at 2 kHz, digitized at 5 kHz, and analyzed on-line as previously
described (Mulkey and Malenka, 1992). EPSC amplitudes were esti-crayfish neuromuscular junction (Wojtowicz et al., 1994)
mated by measuring the average of a 1–2 ms window at the peakand at the mossy fiber synapse in the CA3 region of the
of the EPSC relative to the same window taken immediately beforehippocampus (Tong et al., 1996).
the stimulus artifact. EPSC amplitude histograms were constructedWe have provided direct evidence that functionally
by plotting the frequency histogram of all events with a smoothed
silent synapses exist in neocortex and that at thalamo- line (spline) in SigmaPlot. Failure rates were estimated using the
cortical inputs, they disappear early in development. methods of Liao et al. (1995). Briefly, the number of responses with
an amplitude .0 pA were determined, and this was doubled toIt remains unclear whether all newly formed synapses
provide the number of failures. Any offset of the failures peak frominitially contain only NMDA receptors or whether during
zero was estimated by averaging between 30 and 100 visually identi-synaptogenesis, there is a random intermixing of silent
fied failures. In a subset of cells, failure rates were also determinedand functional connections. In either case, the conver-
visually and compared to the estimate provided by the method
sion of silent to functional synapses via an LTP-like above. Potency (Stevens and Wang, 1994) was defined as the mean
mechanism may be an important mechanism by which amplitude of the EPSC (calculated by averaging all of the trials
together) divided by the success rate (1 2 failure rate). In the experi-correlated presynaptic afferent activity can result in the
ments designed to detect silent synapses by estimating the differ-formation of functionally relevant connections (Liao et
ence in failure rates at 270 mV and 140 mV, EPSC amplitudes wereal., 1995; Durand et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1996) and thereby
estimated using the same window for both holding potentials. Inhelp set up the appropriate topographic representation
the figures, for clarity of display, the stimulus artifact of the averaged
of sensory experience in the cortex. waveforms was subtracted using an average of the same number
of visually identified failures. Data are expressed as mean 6 SEM.
For statistical tests of significance, a two-tailed paired Student’sExperimental Procedures
t-test was used.
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